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Security challenges in the Balkans
The Balkans have been generally

The Balkans comprise a large number

considered the powder keg of Europe.

of states with various interests. While

Throughout history, the area has been

several countries are EU members of the

often one of the most intense geopolitical

EU, some have recently submitted their

battlegrounds. As the international system

EU membership application. While some

is becoming less and less secure, the states

countries are NATO members and another

in the Balkans have to make sure that the

one will join the Alliance at the 2016

numerous existing security challenges can

Summit, the opinion in some countries is

be tackled in the future. While the spark

highly divided regarding NATO. Russia

of war seems to fade away in Eastern

is another hot subject on the agenda, as

Ukraine, the Balkans have taken once

the Balkans have been a region of major

again their upfront position in European

interest for the Russian decision makers

geopolitics. Crimea set numerous threats

through the history. After the wars in ex-

to the evolution of the Balkans, despite the

Yugoslavia, Turkey has again increased its

fact that the two areas are separated by the

presence in the area. In the recent years,

Black Sea.

the Balkans have become a distinct interest

In the quest to reach the West, the
migrants have opened many “unfinished
business” in the Balkans. The unique

of the Asian investors, China and the Gulf
countries being on the vanguard of this
process.

mixture of people in the area regenerated

The regional forum ‘Security challenges

the long-lasting problem of self-perception

in the Balkans’ aims to bring into attention

and perception of ‘the other’. Who, what

of regional experts, decision makers,

and how poses a threat to the Balkans in

economic agents and academic institutions

2016 and which are the interests of the

the necessity to find the right means to

major actors in the area? As the migration

bring peace, stability and prosperity to

crisis

EU

the region. The two most dynamic regions

limitations, Russia’s fragmented dialogue,

of Europe – the Balkan region and the

Turkish internal dissonance and NATO

Black Sea area – have gone through a test

soft response, where does the future take

of endurance in the recent years. The

the Balkan states?

annexation of Crimea depicted the fact

highlighted

not

only

the
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that many “black swans” may deteriorate

in accessing financial instruments to ensure

de security in the Balkans. The states in

their growth, but also to contribute to the

the region have to fight each day, not in a

strengthening the state administrations in

conventional manner, but a daily struggle

the Balkans, the civil society has to step in

to maintain peace in a tormented area.

and foster the bridge between the people in

With an eye on the future and keeping
in mind the amount of progress and

The Balkans have ceased to be an appendix

achievements done so far, the conference

of Europe. Located between the European

has a distinct aim of contributing to the

geopolitical tectonic plates and faced with

energy security solutions in the Balkans.

too many security risks and challenges,

The many plans drafted during the years

the Balkans show that they are one of the

to bring gas from Russia or Middle East

strategic points of the continent in terms

have almost all included the Balkans as a

of security. Stability in this region is a

route to the Western Europe. The region

prerequisite for peace in Europe.

might become also a hub for the energy
market and the several regional initiatives
regarding inter-connection still have to
prove their value.
Security in the Balkans is widely
needed and scarcely ensured. Numerous
severe tensions pose at great risk the peace
in the area and in Europe. In a very tense
environment, a little spark is needed to
ignite the fragile settlement of peace.
Ethnic

conflict

outbursts,

geopolitical

clashes, terrorism fostering and threats,
weak

governance,

economic

painful

measures and the constant demand for
reform show that many troubles can be
detected already in the future of the Balkan
security environment. In such a context,
the role of the civil society has become
crucial. Not only for supporting the states
6
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Event Programme


Thursday, 26 May

09: 15– 09:45 Participants’ registration
(Marble Hall)
10:00 – 11:00 Event official opening
* This session will be opened to press
Speakers: Mr. Ionel Nițu |President of New
Strategy Center|, Mr. Mircea Dumitru
|Rector of the University of Bucharest|,
Mr. Alexandru Victor Micula |Secretary
of State, Ministry of Foreign Affairs|, Mr.
Ștefan-Alexandru Tinca |State Secretary
for Defence Policy and Planning, Ministry
of National Defense|, Mr. Sorin Ducaru
|NATO Assistant Secretary General for
Emerging Security Challenges| (video message)
11:00 – 11:15 Coffee break
11:15 – 12:15 Panel I: The NATO Summit in
Warsaw and the security consolidation
in the Balkans (Marble Hall)
* This session will be held under Chatham
House rules
Moderator: Mr. Sergiu Celac |New
Strategy Center Scientific Council member|
Speakers: Mr. Nicolae Ciucă |The
Romanian Chief of General Staff|, Mr.
Sebastian Huluban |State Advisor
for
Defense
Policy,
Presidential
Administration|, Mr. Nikola Zecevic
|Montenegro – Representative of the
University of Donja Gorica in Podgorica|,
Mr. Dan Dungaciu |Director of the
Romanian Institute for Political Sciences
and International Relations|, Mr. Arian
Starova |Albania – Board member of
Albanian Institute for International
Studies|
1

12:15 – 13:10 Open discussion
13:10 – 13:20 Conclusions: Mr. Sergiu Celac
13:20 – 14:30 Lunch (Moorish Saloon)
14:30 – 16:30 Panel II: Risks and
vulnerabilities to the security in the
Balkans
(Marble Hall)
* This session will be held under Chatham
House rules
Moderator: Mr. Teodor Meleşcanu |New
Strategy Center Scientific Council member|
Speakers:
Mr.
Leonard
Orban
|Presidential adviser for European Affairs|,
Mr. Bekim Maksuti | The Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia1 - Deputy
Minister of Defense|, Mr. Akkan Suver
|Turkey – President of Marmara Group
Strategic and Social Research Foundation|,
Mr. Vlad Nistor |Representative of the
University of Bucharest|, Mr. Giorgos
Triantafyllou |Greece – Research Fellow
at Hellenic Foundation for European &
Foreign Policy ELIAMEP|, Mr. Mladen
Mrdalj |Serbia – Project Manager at Center
for International Relations and Sustainable
Development|, Mr. Denis Hadzovic
|Bosnia&Herzegovina – Executive Director
at The Centre for Security Studies|
16:30 – 17:50 Open discussions
17:50 – 18:00 Conclusions: Mr. Teodor
Meleşcanu
18:00 Official Reception (Byzantine Hall)

Turkey recognizes the Republic of Macedonia with its constitutional name
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Friday, 27 May

10:00 – 11:15 Panel III: Energy security
in the Balkans – challenges and
cooperation means (part one)

12:15 – 13:15 Panel III: Energy security
in the Balkans – challenges and
cooperation means (part two)

(Marble Hall)

(Marble Hall)

* This session will be opened to press

* This session will be opened to press

Moderator: Mr. Laurenţiu Pachiu |New
Strategy Center|

Moderator: Mr. Laurenţiu Pachiu |New
Strategy Center|

Speakers: Mr. Michael Ruehle |Head,
Energy Security Section, in the Emerging
Security Challenges Division in NATO’s
International Staff|, Mr. Vasile Iuga
|Senior Partner at PricewaterhouseCoopers
Romania|, Mr. Martin Vladimirov
|Bulgaria – Senior Analyst at Center
for the Study of Democracy|, Mrs.
Alexandra Gătej |New Strategy Center
Scientific Council member|, Mr. Sandro
Knezovic |Croatia – Senior Research
Associate at Institute for Development and
International Relations|, Mr. Dan Apostol
|General secretary ROPEPCA - Romanian
Petroleum Exploration and Production
Companies Association|

Speakers: Mr. Arturas Petkus |Head of
Strategic analysis and research division,
NATO Energy Centre of Excellence|, Mr.
Radu Dudău |Director of the Energy
Policy Group|, Mr. Răzvan Nicolescu,
|Senior consultant Delloitte România|, Mr.
Ylber Sela |The Former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia2 - Director at Institute for
Political and International Studies|

11:15 – 12:00 Open discussions

13:15 – 14:00 Open discussions
14:00 – 14:10 Conclusions: Mr. Laurenţiu
Pachiu
14:10 – 14:30 Event conclusions
14:30 – 15:30 New Strategy Center cocktail
(Moorish Saloon)

12:00 – 12:15 Coffee break

2
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Speakers’ biographies
Opening Session

In the business community, Mr Nitu Ionel
is shareholder and holds management
positions in various companies, such
as shareholder and general director of
Intelligence

and

Security

Consulting

Services – IntelSeCo S.R.L. (2015 - present),
shareholder

and

general

director

of

The Intelligence Analysis and Trends
Assessment

Center

–

CAIET

S.R.L.

Ionel Nițu

(2015 - present), sole shareholder and

President of New Strategy Center

administrator of Red Team Analytx S.R.L.

Mr. Ionel NIŢU has extended experience
in the intelligence and educational fields.
In the period 1996 – 2012 he was an officer
of the Romanian Intelligence Service (SRI),
head of the General Directorate of Analysis,

(2013 - present), shareholder of Grupul de
Analiză Strategică S.R.L. (Strategic Analysis
Group) (2014 - present), and executive
director of Intergraph Computer Services
S.R.L. (2012 - 2015).

while in the period 2008 – 2012 was also

Mr Nitu holds a Ph.D. in Military Science

Visiting Expert at University of Bucharest,

and Information (2009 - 2012), a Master’s

Faculty of Sociology and Social Work. Since

Degree in Security and Defense (2001 -

2011 until present he is lecturer at “Mihai

2002) and a bachelor degree in Psycho-

Viteazul” National Intelligence Academy,

sociology

from

and since 2014 until present he is Associated

National

Intelligence

Professor at Babeș-Bolyai University.

- 1996). He is also a certified expert in

In the NGO field, Mr. Nitu Ionel is president

business intelligence from S.C. ICSS S.R.L,

of The Association of Business Intelligence

and a PGDip. in International Relations and

Professionals (ASIA) since 2013 until now

European Integration (1998 - 2000) from

and president of New Strategy Center (2015 -

the National School of Political Science and

present).

Public Administration, Bucharest.

the

“Mihai

Viteazul”

Academy

(1992

9
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Mircea Dumitru
Rector of the University of Bucharest

Professor Mircea Dumitru is rector of the

of

University of Bucharest since December

University of Bucharest (2008 - 2011), master

2011. For two consecutive mandates he

of the Theoretical Philosophy and Logic

was the Dean of the Faculty of Philosophy

Department of the University of Bucharest

(2000-2004 and 2004-2008). He received

(2008), dean of the Faculty of Philosophy

two PhD degrees. One PhD in philosophy

from the University of Bucharest (2000 -

with a thesis in modal logic submitted at

2008), nd vice-dean of the same faculty

Tulane University, New Orleans, USA, in

(1999 - 2000).

May 1998, and a second PhD in Philosophy
of Language submitted at the University
of Bucharest in July 1998. Four books
and over one hundred articles. One book
forthcoming with Oxford University Press.
He gave a recent talk by invitation at Regent’s

the

Since September 2014 to current day he is
corresponding member of the Romanian
Academy, president of

the European

Society for Analytic Philosophy (2011 - 2014),
member of the organizational committee

Park College, Oxford. He specializes in

of The 8th European Congress of Analytic

philosophical logic, analytic philosophy of

Philosophy (August 28th – September 2nd

language and analytic philosophy of mind.

2014).

Current President of the European Society

In July 2005 he received the Bernardo

for Analytic Philosophy (2011-2014).

10

CNADTCU, vice-chancellor of

O’Higgins Order with High Office’s rank,

In 2010 – 2012 he was the president of

granted by the President of the Republic of

Panel No 5, Humanist Sciences and Arts

Chile.
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Alexandru Victor Micula
Secretary of State, Ministry of
Foreign Affairs
Alexandru

Victor

Micula

has

been

appointed in 2016 Secretary of State for
Political Analysis and Relations with the

the Academy of Economic Studies, Faculty
of Industry, Construction and Transport

Parliament within the Ministry of Foreign

Economics in Romania and has also

Affairs of Romania. He has previously

studied at European Center for Security

served as the ambassador of Romania to
Hungary between (2011-2016), to Denmark

Studies „George C. Marshall”, Economics

and Iceland (2009-2011) as well as Argentina

of

and

Germany

Paraguay

(2002-2007).

Alexandru

Victor Micula has been the Secretary
General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Defense,
and

Garmisch-Partenkirchen,
National

Institute

for

Administration in Romania. He is fluent in

between 2008-2009.

Spanish and English and has a satisfactory

Alexandru Victor Micula has graduated of

level of Hungarian.
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Ștefan-Alexandru Tinca
Minister of National Defense
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State Secretary for Defence Policy and

Affairs, as well as Political Director in the

Planning

same institution.

Ștefan-Alexandru Tinca has been appointed

Ștefan-Alexandru Tinca graduated from the

in 2016 State Secretary for Defence Policy

Faculty of Mathematics at the University of

and Planning in the Ministry of National

Bucharest in 1995 and received a PhD degree

Defense.

Ambassador

in 2008 from the University of Babes Bolyai

Extraordinary of Romania to the Kingdom

He

served

as

in Cluj-Napoca with the doctoral thesis

of Belgium between 2012-2016. Previously,

dedicated to the transatlantic relationship in

he has been the General Director for

the 21st Century. He is fluent in English and

Regional Affairs in the Ministry of Foreign

French and has a basic knowledge of Dutch.
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Ambassador Ducaru was born on 22 June
1964, in Baia-Mare, Romania. He graduated
from the Polytechnic Institute of Bucharest
in 1988 and the Romanian National
School of Political Studies and Public
Administration in 1992. He holds a MPhil
Degree in International Relations from the
University of Amsterdam (1993) and a PhD
degree in International Economics from the
Ambassador Sorin Ducaru

Academy of Economic Studies in Bucharest

NATO Assistant Secretary General
for Emerging Security Challenges

(2005).

Ambassador Sorin Ducaru took over the
post of Assistant Secretary General for
Emerging Security Challenges in September
2013. He is responsible for providing
support to the North-Atlantic Council and
for advising the Secretary General on the
evolution of emerging security challenges,
their potential impact on NATO’s security,
the development of relevant policies and
action

plans;

directing

the

Emerging

He joined the Romanian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs in 1993, assuming various posts such
as member of the Policy Planning team,
counselor to the Minister, spokesman
of the MFA and Director for NATO and
Strategic Issues. From 2001 to 2006, he
served as Romania’s Ambassador to the
United States of America. In 2000–2001,
Ambassador Ducaru served as Permanent
Representative of Romania to the United
Nations, in New York.

Security Challenges Division of the NATO

In the year 2000 Ambassador Ducaru was

International Staff and coordinating NATO’s

awarded by the President of Romania the

Science for Peace and Security Program.

National Order of “Faithful Service” in rank

Prior

ASG,

of Commander, followed by, in 2006 the

Ambassador Ducaru served as Romania’s

Order for “Diplomatic Merit” and in 2008

Permanent Representative to the North

the rank of Knight of the National Order

Atlantic Council, from September 2006

“The Star of Romania”. He received the title

to September 2013. From November 2011,

of “Ambassador of the Year” in 2003 and

Ambassador Ducaru was the Dean of the

2012, from the Minister of Foreign Affairs of

North Atlantic Council.

Romania.

to

his

appointment

as
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Panel I: The NATO Summit in Warsaw and the
security consolidation in the Balkans

Sergiu Celac
Romanian diplomat, career
ambassador, former Minister of
Foreign Affairs.
Member of the New Strategy Center
Scientific Council
Born 26 May 1939, Bucharest; graduate of
Bucharest University School of Languages
(1961).
Professional career: Diplomatic service
from junior clerk (1961) to counsellor
(1972), director of policy planning (196874), chief political adviser to the Minister
(1974). Counsellor at the State Council
(1974-78); also served as English and
Russian interpreter to successive Romanian
Presidents (1961-78). Dismissed for
political-ideological reasons in 1978 and
worked as editor until 1989. Minister of
Foreign Affairs in the first post-communist
Government (Dec. 1989 - June 1990).
Ambassador to United Kingdom (199014

96) and Ireland (1991-96). Ambassadorat-Large (1996-2000), missions as Special
Envoy to the Balkans, Middle East, Caucasus
and Central Asia. President, Romanian
Institute of International Studies (20002002); Personal Adviser to the President
of
Romania
(2001-2003).
Alternate
Director General, International Centre for
Black Sea Studies, Athens (2003-2007).
Since 2008, political analyst specializing
in international and regional affairs,
sustainable development and environment
issues, energy and infrastructure security.
Publications: Author or co-author of books
on political science, also translations of
verse, novels and non-fiction (43 titles);
essays, articles and interviews in learned
journals, periodicals and audio-visual
media (over 500). Lectured extensively at
international conferences and universities
in Romania and 24 other countries. Awards:
Grand Officer of the Romanian National
Order “Faithful Service” (2000); Excellence
award for conservation of the World Wide
Fund for Nature (2008); Distinguished
career award of the Romanian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (2011).
Current positions: Vice President, Romanian
Association for the Club of Rome; member
of the Board or Scientific Council of the New
Strategy Center, European Institute of Romania,
Black Sea University Foundation, Energy
Policy Group, Romanian Diplomatic Institute,
member of the Writers’ Union of Romania.
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2006, he furthered his military studies by
graduating from the ARMY War College,
USA, with a Master Degree in Strategic
Studies. From 2006 to the very beginning of
2007 he was acting as chief of staff at the
same brigade.

General Nicolae Ciucă
Chief of Romanian General Staff
From 2001 until 2004 General Ciucă
has an important experience has an
important experience gained in Romania,
in international missions in Angola, Iraq,
Afghanistan and in numerous multinational
exercises.
He was the commander of the 26th
Infantry Battalion (2001-2004). In 2001,
he participated in the ‘Dynamic Response’
Multinational Exercise in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, as the 26th Infantry Battalion
Commander – SACEUR strategic reserve.
He commanded his battalion in the
Enduring Freedom I Mission to Afganistan
(2002-2003) and in the Antica Babilonia,
Iraq (2004).
In 2003, he got a Ph.D. in military studies,
and in 2004 he attended the Course for
the Relationships between the Military
Personnel and the Civilians in Eastern
Europe and Central Asia, Hulburt Field,
Florida-USA.
From 2004 until 2006 he was the Chief of
Operations at the 2nd Infantry Brigade. In

From 2007 until 2009 he was appointed
as Deputy Commander of the 282nd
Mechanized Infantry Brigade, and from
2009 to 2011 he was the Brigade Commander.
In 2010 he participated in the Eurasian
Star Exercise (NRDC-Turkey), as Brigade
Commander.
On October 25th 2010 he was promoted to
Brigadier General, and starting with January
2011 he has been appointed Commander of
the 2nd Infantry Division.
On May 9th 2013 he was promoted to
Major General, and on January 7th 2014, he
assumed the command of the Romanian
Land Forces Staff. Starting with October
15th 2014 he was appointed Deputy Chief of
General Staff and on December 1st 2014 he
was promoted to Lieutenant General.
On January 1st 2015, Lieutenant General
Ciucă assumed the command of the
Romanian General Staff. In November 2015
he was promoted to General.
For the achievements in his military career,
he was awarded: The National Order
“Pentru Merit” - Officer Rank, The National
Order “Pentru Merit” - Knight Rank, The
Honorary Sign in the Service of the Country,
XV, XX, The UN Medal for the UNAVEM
III Mission, The badge of Honor of the
Romanian Armed Forces and the Badge of
Honor of the Land Forces Staff.
15
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Sebastian Huluban
State Advisor for Defense Policy,
Presidential Administration

Sebastian Huluban received his Bachelor’s
Degree in Political Science and Public
Administration from the Babes-Bolyai
University in Cluj-Napoca and a PhD in
History from the University of Bucharest.
He also obtained his Master of Arts in
Political Science from Central European
University in Budapest (2001) and Eastern
Illinois University (2002), both funded by
international grants.
He was appointed and served as Secretary
of State for Defence Policy and Planning in
the Ministry of National Defence from May
9, 2012 to March 6, 2014. Previously (20022009), he worked as a civil servant (expert,
adviser to the Secretary of State, Head of
Unit) in the Ministry of Defence. He started
his career at the Senate of Romania (as a
Senator’s office manager) between 1997 and
1998, and later worked as a junior lecturer
at the University of Oradea (1998-2002) and
assistant at Eastern Illinois University (200116

2002). He studied as a Chevening fellow
(European Research Institute, University
of Birmingham) in 2004 and attended
professional training programmes in the
areas of national security, intelligence and
defence management at institutions in the
United Kingdom (Royal Military College
of Sciences, 2003), Israel (Galilee College,
2003), Germany (NATO School, 2003),
Switzerland (Geneva Centre for Security
Policy, 2005), Belgium (European Defence
Agency, 2008) and United States (John F.
Kennedy School of Government, Harvard
University, 2008). He published a volume on
security sector reform from a comparative
perspective (Saarbrucken, 2009) and several
studies and articles on topics related to
national and international security, defence
planning, resource allocation in intelligence
services, in national and international
publications. He translated and contributed
to editing two books in Romanian language
(Robert Cooper, The Breaking of Nations,
and George Tenet, At the Center of the
Storm). He has spoken at various national
and international conferences. He has
lectured at research institutes in the United
States (Atlantic Council - 2012, Scowcroft
Institute, Texas A&M University - 2014),
Norway (Norwegian Institute for Defence
Studies, 2013), the United Kingdom (Royal
United Services Institute, 2013). He was
awarded the Order of Faithful Service in the
rank of Knight with civilian insignia (2012)
and received awards from the University of
Birmingham (Distinction Graduate Award,
2004) and Eastern Illinois University
(Outstanding International Student Award,
2002).
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Nikola Zecevic
Teaching fellow at University of
Donja Gorica
Nikola Zecevic is a PhD candidate in
International Relations at the Faculty of
Political Science, University of Montenegro,
where he also obtained MA (distinction) in
International Relations and BSc in Political
Science. He is currently a teaching fellow
at University of Donja Gorica in Podgorica,
Montenegro. His research focuses on
history and IR topics, especially history
of Balkan relations.He has published a
number of research and professional papers
related to the field of his expertise and to
other related topics.
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Dan Dungaciu
Director of the Romanian Institute
for Political Sciences and
International Relations
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Dan Dungaciu is the director of the

(Cambridge, Great Britain), Institut für die

Institute

and

Wissenschaften vom Menschen (Vienna,

International Relations of the Romanian

Austria), Max Planck Institute for Social

Academy (IRRA) and professor at the

Anthropology (Halle, Germany), Triangle

Faculty of Sociology and Social Work of the

Research Center (North Carolina, USA) etc.

University of Bucharest. He is coordinator

He is a member of numerous international

of the Master’s Program of Security Studies

and national associations. He is a laureate

and Information Analysis at the University

of the Dimitrie Gusti prize for sociology

of Bucharest. He studied and worked as

of the Romanian Academy (1995) and

associate researcher in many Western

International Prize for Sociology of the

institutions: Fernand Braudel Institute

University of Istanbul (2001). He is holder

(Binghamton, USA), Max Weber Centre

of the special state distinction “Merit of

for Advanced Cultural and Social Study

Honor” in Republic of Moldova (2009).

(Erfurt, Germany), Department of Political

In the year 2010 he held the position of

Sciences and Public Administration –

president adviser for European integration

Law, Economics and Political Sciences

for the president of Moldova. He is author

School

Greece),

of tens of studies and papers on these

Central European University (Budapest,

subjects, the most recent being: Bessarabia

Hungary), Department of Social Sciences

is Romania? (2011), Elements for a Theory of

– Great Britain, Polytechnic University

Nation and Nationalism (2012).

of

of

Political

Athens

Sciences

(Athens,
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Arian Starova
Board Member of Albanian Institute
for International Studies

Arian Starova is a Board member of Albanian

and gave interviews on domestic and

Institute for International Studies, but has

foreign policy, regional and international

full engagements in the Atlantic Council of

security, on the Albanian and international

Albania as well as Institute for the South-

press. His main works are: “Në hapësirat

East Europe Studies in Tirana. Between

e politikës së jashtme e të diplomacisë,

1981-1992 he was a Lecturer of Philosophy

1992-2004”, (“In the Field of Foreign Affairs

at the Faculty of Political Sciences and Law,

and

University of Tirana, Albania and from 1992-

“Ndihmesë modeste për demokracinë”,

1997 he occupied the position of Deputy

(Modest Contribution in Democracy),

Minister of Foreign Affairs of Albania.

(2002); “Mbi Kosovën, çështjen kombëtare

During 1997 (12 March-05 August), he was

të Shqiptarëve” (On Kosova, the Albanian

the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Albania.

National Question), (2000). Arian is fluent

Between 2001 and 2009 he was a Member of

in English, Italian, French and Russian.

Diplomacy,

1992-2004”),

(2004);

the Parliament of Albania. From 2009 until
2013 Arian served as the Deputy Minister of
Defense of Albania.
Since 1990, he has written numerous articles
and research studies. He has been a speaker
in many conferences in Albania and abroad

19
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Panel II: Risks and vulnerabilities to
the security in the Balkans

Teodor Meleșcanu
Member of the New Strategy Center
Scientific Council
Teodor Meleșcanu graduated the Law
Faculty of the University of Bucharest
(1964), and obtained a Ph.D. in
international law at the University of
Geneva (Switzerland) in 1973.
For 30 years, he was diplomat at the Foreign
Ministry of Romania (1966-1996), with the
rank of ambassador and was minister for
Foreign Affairs of Romania (1992-1996 and
2014). He was also Minister for Defense
(2007-2008).
Selected relevant experience:
·

·

20

Director of the Foreign
Intelligence Service of Romania
(2012-2014).
State Counselor for Defense and
Security, Government of Romania
(2015).

·

Member of the United Nations
Commission for International
Law, in the period 1997-2012.

·

Professor of international law and
political sciences at the National
School for Political Studies and
Administration (Bucharest).

Teodor Meleșcanu is also author of books
and articles on international law, diplomacy,
defense and security. At the same time,
he is vice-president of the Association
for International Law and Relations from
Bucharest (ADIRI), member of the Institute
for Political Studies from Bucharest and
took part of the U.N. Commission for
International Law (1996-2005).
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Leonard Orban
Presidential adviser for European
Affairs Leonard Orban
Leonard Orban (b. 1961) graduated from

as member of the European Commission

the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering,

responsible

University of Brasov and the Faculty of

Between 2010 and 2011, Leonard Orban was

Management at the Academy of Economic

Presidential Adviser for European Affairs

Studies in Bucharest. He is now associate

within the Presidential Administration.

professor

in

the

Romanian-American

University in Bucharest.
Between

May

2001

and

April

2005,

Leonard Orban was deputy negotiator
and subsequently chief negotiator with
the European Union. He is a signatory
of the Treaty of Accession of Romania
to the European Union (25 April 2005

for

the

multilingualism.

Between September 2011 and December
2012, he was European Affairs Minister,
responsible

for

European affairs and

European funds. He is the author of
numerous articles and studies published
in both the Romanian and international
media and journals on European affairs and

Luxembourg). He was secretary of state

multilingualism. In 2002 he was awarded

in the Ministry of European Integration,

the Order „Star of Romania” with the rank

during December 2004 - December 2006.

of Knight, for his contribution to Romania’s

In January 2007, Leonard Orban became the

accession to NATO.

first Romanian EU Commissioner. Between

Leonard Orban was appointed Presidential

January 2007 and February 2010 he served

Adviser on January 14, 2015.
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Bekim Maksuti
Deputy Minister of Defense of
the Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia3

Bekim Maksuti is the Deputy Defense
Minister of the Former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia4. Between 2011 and 2015
was the director of the Department for
International Cooperation the Ministry
of Defense. He holds also the position
of assistant professor at the University
“Goce Delçev”- Shtip, Military Academy
“General Mihailo Apostoloski”- Skopje.
Between 2012 and 2015 he was the deputy
director of the Institute for Political and
International Studies. Previously, he has
been assistant professor at South East
European University in Tetovo, as well as
State University of Tetovo.

3
4
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He studied at the University “Ss. Cyril
and Methodius” Skopje, within Institute
for Security, Defense and Peace Studies
and has received the PhD. for the thesis
“Impact of the bilateral disputes to the
Euro-Atlantic integration of the Western
Countries”. His publications include: “The
future of EU Enlargement: Challenge
Call – Western Balkans Countries and
Turkey”, Euroacademia, coauthor with
Ylber Sela PhD, December 2011; “EU vs.
NATO between COOPERATION and
CLASH on security issues” – MoD journal
“Makedonska Nacionalna Odrana”, No.25,
Skopje December 2013, 14 and “WESTERN
BALKAN AND SECURITY CHALLENGES”,
coauthor with Ylber Sela, Summer School,
Sipan Dubrovnik Croatia.

Turkey recognizes the Republic of Macedonia with its constitutional name
Turkey recognizes the Republic of Macedonia with its constitutional name
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Akkan Suver
President of Marmara Group
Strategic and Social Research
Foundation
Dr. Akkan Suver, who was appointed to the

Bucharest by the Prime Minister H.E. Victor

Honorary Consul General of Montenegro on

Ponta on November 20, 2014. Dr. Akkan

May 26, 2008, is the President of Marmara

Suver, recognized by his endeavours in the

Group Foundation. Dr. Akkan Suver is the

area of Intercultural Dialogue, received

founder of Eurasian Economic Summit,

Balkan Charter of Peace from Balkan Club of

which has been continuously organized

Peace on February 14, 2013.

since 1998. Dr. Suver received Honorary
Causa Doctorate from Azerbaijan Tefekkür
University (2001) and Honorary Causa
Professorship
University
from

from

(2010),

Romania

Kyrgyzstan

Bishkek

Honorary

Doctorate

Constanta

Maritime

At the various platforms taking place in the
same year, Dr. Suver conveyed the views
of the Turkish Civil Society during his
participation at the various international
meetings in Azerbaijan, the Peoples Republic

University (2013). Dr. Suver received several

of China, Romania, Republic of Moldova,

international recognition medals, including

Uzbekistan,

the Pontificate Medal from Pope Benedict

Albania. In 2016, Dr. Suver organized and

XVI due to his works on intercultural dialogue

lead to the 19th Eurasian Economic Summit.

first in Turkey and then in international

Dr. Akkan Suver, deemed worthy for the

area. Also, Dr. Akkan Suver was given

titles like journalist of the year, civil society

Romanian State Special Medal regarding the

leader of the years from many national and

25th Anniversary of fall of Communism, in

international institutions.

Montenegro,

Bulgaria

and
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Vlad Nistor
Professor at the University of
Bucharest

Since 2001, Vlad Nistor is professor at
the Department of Ancient History,

of Dannebrog Order of the Kingdom

Archaeology and Art History, Faculty

of

of History, University of Bucharest.

of the National Order of Merit of

Also, he was president of the Senate of

the

the University of Bucharest (2011-2015)

Commodore of the National Order of

and dean of the Faculty of History,

Merit of the French Republic (1999),

University of Bucharest (2004-2012).

Grand Officer of the National Order of

He is also member of the Chamber of
Deputies, Parliament of Romania, and
Vice-Chairperson of the Foreign Policy
Committee of the Chamber of Deputies
(since 2012). Mr Nistor was vicepresident PABSEC (2012-2015), VicePresident of the National Liberal Party,
Bucharest Branch, General Director
of the Romanian Diplomatic Institute
(2005-2010; 2012) and state advisor to
the President of Romania (1998- 2000).
He was appointed 1st degree commodore
24

Denmark,

2000,

Portuguese

Grand

Republic

Officer
(1999),

Merit of Romania (2000), Grand Officer
of the National Order ,,Cruzeiro do Sud”
of the Federal Republic of Brazil (2001),
and “Banda” of the ”Aquila Azteca”
National Order of Mexico, 2004.
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Giorgos Triantafyllou
Research Fellow at the South
East Europe Programme of the
Hellenic Foundation for European
and Foreign Policy (ELIAMEP).
Dr. Giorgos Triantafyllou has the following

Programme, of the Rockefeller Brothers

research Interests: International Relations

Fund, New York. Between 2008 and

and International Security, Conflicts in

2012, Dr. Triantafyllou was an Assistant

the Balkans, International Institutions and

Lecturer at the University of Kent, teaching

Peace Operations, NATO/OSCE/EU/UN

International

as providers of security, and the security

Relations, and Introduction to Governance.

aspects of international migration. Dr.

He is a member of the International Studies

Triantafyllou holds Ph.D. in International

Association since 2009 and has presented

Conflict Analysis from the University of

various papers on many major international

Kent, UK, with a particular focus on the

conferences. He speaks Greek, English,

provision of security during peacebuilding

French, and some basic Serbian.

History,

International

operations in the Balkans.
He also holds an M.A. in International
Conflict Analysis from Kent, and a B.A. in
International and European Studies from
Panteion University, in Athens. Before
joining ELIAMEP, Dr. Triantafyllou was
a consultant for the Western Balkans
Programme,

and

the

Peacebuilding
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Mladen Mrdalj
Project Manager at Center for
International Relations and
Sustainable Development
Mladen Mrdalj is a project manager at the
Center for International Relations and
Sustainable Development in Belgrade,
Serbia. The project convenes scholars
and practitioners to discuss the ongoing
refugee

crisis

and

articulate

policy

recommendations. Before joining CIRSD,
Mladen was a lecturer in Comparative
Politics and International Relations at
the Northeastern University in Boston
(USA), where he earned his PhD in 2015.
His dissertation dealt with the effects
of international politics on civil wars in
general and the effects of Soviet collapse on
Yugoslav civil wars in particular. Mladen is
a graduate of University of Belgrade’s Law
School and he also holds an MA in Security
Studies from the same institution.
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Denis Hadzovic
Executive Director at The Centre for
Security Studies

Denis Hadzovic holds a PhD in Security and
Peace Studies from the Faculty of Political
Science, University of Sarajevo. He is one of
the founders and the Secretary General of
CSS. He has been an editor of several books,
studies and has successfully implemented
multiple research projects. He is the author
of multiple research papers and studies
in the field of euro-atlantic integrations,
human security, democratic values in
the

security

sector

and

post-conflict

transition, and has participated in multiple
international and local scientific and expert
conferences.
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Panel III: Energy security in the Balkans –
challenges and cooperation means (part one)

Laurențiu Pachiu
New Strategy Center
Laurentiu Pachiu is a Romanian national
with policy and legal expertise in the field
of energy, oil and gas and natural resources.
He is the Managing Partner and founder of
Pachiu & Associates and heads the Energy,
PPP and Finance Practice Groups within the
firm. Laurentiu has over twenty two years
of expertise in business law, the academic
environment and diplomacy. He provides
legal advice with regards to domestic and
cross-border
transactions,
regulatory
compliance, energy and natural resources,
concessions, project financing and banking,
capital markets, tax and offshore structures,
across a wide range of industries.
The energy practice initiated by Laurentiu
Pachiu has been among the first legal
practices of such kind established in the
country, the firm founded by Laurentiu
growing at the same fast pace at which the
Romanian energy market evolved.
Laurentiu Pachiu provides legal advice with
regard to the planning, implementation,
28

development and operation of significant
energy projects, advising clients on
regulatory and licensing matters, the
obtaining of oil and gas exploration
permits, the development of land
securitization strategies and also the
negotiation and conclusion of contractual
arrangements with service companies
and Romanian authorities, including the
signing of relevant concession licenses.
Laurentiu has been leading the team that
assisted one of the first energy super majors
entering Romania for the development
of unconventional upstream projects and
serves other important regional players
and independent companies in promoting
their oil and gas projects. Laurentiu is
a member of the Associated European
Energy Consultants and of the Association
of International Petroleum Negotiators,
Board member of the Energy Policy Group
and member of the Working Group on
Energy Security, US-Romania Strategic
Partnership
He has an extensive publishing activity,
being present in high profile Romanian
publications with articles on various legal
matters in the energy sector. Laurentiu
also brought valuable contributions
in several international comparative
legal guides, focusing on the Romanian
regulatory framework in the field of oil
& gas, mining, as well as other sectors.
Laurentiu is a graduate of the Bucharest
University School of Law and of the
Diplomatic Academy of the German Federal
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and a former
diplomat within the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs Romania.
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Michael Rühle
Head of the Energy Security
Section in NATO’s Emerging
Security Challenges Division
Michael Rühle, is Head of the Energy
Security Section in NATO’s Emerging
Security Challenges Division.

Previously

he was Head, Speechwriting, and Senior
Political Advisor in the NATO Secretary
General’s Policy Planning Unit. Before
joining NATO’s International Staff in 1991,
Mr. Rühle was a Volkswagen-Fellow at the
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung in Germany and
a Visiting Fellow at the Center for Strategic
and International Studies (CSIS) in the
United States. He holds an M.A. degree
in Political Science from the University of
Bonn. Mr. Rühle has published widely on
international security issues.
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Vasile Iuga
Partner, PwC Romania

Vasile Iuga is one of the most respected
consultants in Romania, with 25 years of
extensive experience in financial audit,
evaluation and business restructuring,
takeovers, mergers, business acquisitions,
privatisations and strategic consultancy.
He is specialised in Energy and Financial
Services.He was the Country Managing
Partner of PwC Romania between 2004-2015
and Managing Partner of PwC for South East
Europe, a region which covers 11 countries,
between 2008 - 2015. Also, between 20042015 he was a member of the PwC Central
and Eastern Europe Management Board,
being the longest serving member.
Vasile has an in-depth knowledge of the
Romanian companies from his involvement
in hundreds of assignments in all sectors
of the Romanian economy. Areas of
expertise include financial audit, Due
Diligence of industrial companies, oil
and gas companies, banks and insurance
companies, telecom companies, railways
companies.
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Vasile is a member of a wide range
of professional bodies, including the
Association
of
Chartered
Certified
Accountants (ACCA-UK) - as Fellow, the
Chamber of Romanian Financial Auditors
(CAFR) - as financial auditor, the Body
of Expert and Licensed Accountants of
Romania (CECCAR) - as expert accountant,
the Romanian Association of Evaluators
(ANEVAR) - as expert in enterprise
evaluation. He served as well as a member
of the Board of the Chamber of Financial
Auditors in Romania and of the Public
Company Audit Oversight Board. He was
also the Vice-President of the American
Chamber of Commerce in Romania
(AmCham) for a considerable number of
years.
He has a degree in Aeronautics from the
University POLITEHNICA of Bucharest.
He also attended executive training with
Harvard Business School, London Business
School, INSEAD and IMD Business School
programmes.
Vasileis alsoaProfessor Honoris Causawith
Babes-Bolyai University in Cluj.
Selected relevant experience in the
energy sector:
•

Audit partner for assignments for
Romgaz, Transgaz, DistrigazSud,
Distrigaz Nord, E.ON Energy,
Transelectrica and Nuclearelectrica,
and audit and advisory services,
including
restructuring,
for
Azomures, RafinãriaSteauaRomânã,
Lukoil and Oltchim

•

Head of the due diligence team
assigned to KazMunaiGas for its

NEW STRATEGY CENTER

takeover of Rompetrol, to MOL and
OMV for takeover of Petrom, to E.ON
Ruhrgas for its takeover of Distrigaz
Nord and to SHV Gas for its takeover
of CrimboGaz
•

•

Coordinated
the
feasibility
study for Transgaz (Isaccea NegruVodã pipeline), feasibility
study and business plan for
GrupServiciiPetroliereand
the
feasibility study for the Constanta –
Trieste pipeline
Coordinated the assistance project on
the restructuring of Petrom, with the
assignment involving assistance to the
Romanian state in the privatisation of
Electrica Dobrogea, Electrica Banat
and ElectricaMunteniaSud

•

Member of the Steering Committee
in the Energy Strategy of Romania

•

Provided advice on regulating and
determining tariffs for energy and
gas, and assistance in complex
international
arbitration
and
litigation cases

•

Frequent speaker within national and
international conferences, such as
Bucharest Forum Energy, ZF Power
Summit, on a variety of topics, related
to macroeconomic trends, energy,
geostrategic policy, financial markets
and others.

Martin Vladimirov
Senior Analyst at Center for the
Study of Democracy

Martin Vladimirov is an energy security
expert specializing in global natural gas
markets. He works for the Sofia-based,
Center for the Study of Democracy. His
work at the Center focuses on analysis
of the energy security and state capture
risks in Europe and in Bulgaria, political
risk, alternative energy technologies and
stability of financial markets.Meanwhile,
he has been a remote political risk analyst
for HIS Global Insight writing assessment
briefs for Bulgaria, the Balkans, South
Caucasus and Central Asia. Before joining
CSD, Mr. Vladimirov worked as an oil and
gas consultant at the The Oil and Gas Year.
He holds a Master’s degree from the School
of Advanced International Studies (SAIS) at
Johns Hopkins University.
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Alexandrina Gătej
New Strategy Center Scientific
Council member
Alexandrina Gătej received a bachelor’s
degree in Economics at the Wharton
University, USA. She also has a degree
in cybernetics from the Cybernetics
Department of the Bucharest Academy of
Economic Studies. In 2011 Mrs. Alexandra
Gătej was elected President of AmCham
for two terms by a representative part of
the business environment in Romania,
acknowledging her qualities as a business
interlocutor, but also making her one of
the most important voices heard by the
Romanian administration in their dialogue
with other stakeholders.
Since 2015 until now she is senior advisor
for CEE, CEPA in Washington, DC, while
since March 2011 until the present she
is Executive Director of Maldon & Wat,
and senior industry Adviser for Balkans
for EBRD bank. In the period April 2013 –
April 2015, she was Chairman of the Board
for CFR Railways Passenger Company.
From July 2009 until December 2010,
Mrs. Alexandrina Gătej was advisor of the
32

President of Romania for Internal and
International Business Environment –
with Minister Rank. Previously, from May
2009 until July 2009, she was Business
Development Director for Unilever Central
and Eastern Europe, and before that, in the
period November 2005 until May 2009, she
was Chairman of Unilever South Central
Europe. She also had two terms as president
of The American Chamber of Commerce in
Romania, in 2008 – 2009 and in 2011 – 2012.
Mrs. Gătej is also founding member and
Member of the Board of Aspen Institute
Romania, (2008 – present), member of
the Board of the Romanian Association
of FMCG companies, Romania, (2004 –
2009), member of the management Board
of the American School in Bucharest (2008
– 2009), member of YPO organisation,
Romania Chapter (2008 – present), Knight
of the “Romania Star” Order, awarded in
2009, and received Business Woman of the
Year Award, Romania, in 2006.
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Sandro Knezovic
Senior Research Associate at
Institute for Development and
International Relations

Sandro Knezovic is a Senior Research
Associate

at

International

the

Department

Economic

and

for

Political

Relations of the Institute for Development

additionally enriched his knowledge and
research capacity through various research
fellowships in the United States, Norway,

and International Relations in Zagreb

Turkey and other countries. He is a member

(Croatia). He earned his academic degree in

of numerous international expert teams

Political Science at the Faculty of Political
Science, University of Zagreb in 2008. His
research focuses on IR topics, especially
those related to international and European
security and defence (CFSP/CSDP), the EU
and NATO enlargement and their impact
on the region of Southeast Europe. He

and research networks and has participated
as a researcher in many international
research projects (including EU Framework
programmes). He is an editor-in-chief of
IRMO Brief, a monthly policy series dealing
with wide range of relevant topics from the

was the first Croatian visiting research

field of IR. He has published a number of

fellow at the renowned EU Institute for

books, research and professional papers

Security Studies in Paris and a visiting

related to the field of his expertise and to

lecturer at several universities in Japan. He

other related topics.
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Daniel Apostol, MBA
ROPEPCA’s Secretary-General

Economic journalist with a professional

The association gathers active players from

experience of almost 25 years, first editor-

the Romanian exploration and production

in-chief and then development director,

industry who share the same goals: respect

executive director and general manager
of The Money Channel TV station (20062012). Producer for the Romanian Television
Network (2014) and Money Channel (2012-

relationship,

respecting

the

highest

standards and using the latest technology.

2014). Editorial Director of the Romanian

Our mission is to provide a common

newsmagazine

and

voice for the onshore upstream sector in

colummist and author for DeBizz German-

Romania. To achieve this goal, we try to

Romanian business magazine. He is also the

raise overall awareness on the industry and

host of the PROFIT LIVE video interviews

its importance for the national economy

series on www.profit.ro

and employment.

“Economistul”

ROPEPCA was founded in November
2012, aiming to strengthen the image of
the onshore upstream sector in Romania,
and to enhance its relationship and

34

for the environment, an ethical working

Romanian

Petroleum

Exploration and

Production Companies Association consists
of 19 petroleum concession agreements

communication with the state, government,

holders. These agreements were signed by

regional and local authorities, national

the member Companies and the Romanian

agencies, and general public.

state, under the active Petroleum Law.
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Panel III: Energy security in the Balkans –
challenges and cooperation means (part two)

Arturas Petkus
Head of Strategic analysis and
research division, NATO Energy
Centre of Excellence
Dr. Artūras Petkus joined the Strategic
Analysis and Research Division of the
NATO Energy Security Centre of Excellence
in 2015 as a Head of division.
His main areas of responsibility are:

Associate Professor at Institute of Criminal
Law and Procedure, Faculty of Law, Mykolas
Romeris University since 2012 (lecturer since
1999). He published more than 15 scholarly

providing energy security related analysis;

articles, handbooks and monographs as an

development

author and co-author on corruption, crime

of

methodology

and

theoretical approach for assessing energy
security risks and threats, contribution to
development of NATO Strategic Foresight
Analysis; research in field of Energy Security
(contribution to NATO CMX scenatio, etc.),

prevention, and public security.
In 1999 Artūras Petkus graduated Mykolas
Romeris University with degree of Master in

management of Division’s activities.

Laws, in 2006 he obtained degree of PhD in

Prior to this appointment he worked as an

Social Sciences (Law).
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Radu Dudău
Director of the Energy Policy Group
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Radu Dudău is co-founder and director of

cum laude) from the National School

the Energy Policy Group. He is Associate

of Political and Administrative Studies

Professor of International Relations at

(SNSPA, Bucharest). He was a Fulbright

Bucharest University. From 2006 to 2010

Fellow with the National Security Program

he was Deputy Director at the Romanian

at Harvard Kennedy School of Government

Diplomatic Institute (Ministry of Foreign

(2011), a New Europe College Fellow at the

Affairs). He graduated in Physics and

Danish Institute of International Relations

Philosophy from the University of Iași.

(Copenhagen, 2006) and an OSI/FCO-

He holds a Dr. Phil. degree in Philosophy

Chevening scholar at Oxford University

(magna

Konstanz

(1999-2000). His main expertise focus

University (Germany) and a PhD in Political

is energy security and natural resource

Science (International Relations) (summa

geopolitics.

cum

laude)

from
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Răzvan Nicolescu
Senior consultant Delloitte România

Răzvan Nicolescu graduated the Faculty

Lead Adviser on Energy, Deloitte Central

of Energy from Polytechnics University

Europe (February 20015 - present).

of Bucharest (1996 - 2001), a masters
degree in energy security from Carol I
National Defense College from Bucharest
(2003), and a master’s degree in business
administration from Solvay Brussels School
of Management (2007 - 2009).
In 2002 – 2003, he was research engineer
for OVM ICPEET Institute for Research in
the Energy Field, then expert on energy
for the Chamber of Deputies, Romanian
Parliament (2003 - 2004), adviser on
energy and spokesperson of the Romanian
Minister for Trade (2004 - 2005), Romanian
Energy Attaché to the EU, Permanent
Representation of Romania to the European
Union (2005 - 2008), director for Corporate

He was also chairman of the Administrative
Board

of

the

European

Agency

for

Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER)
(2014 - 2016), member of the Advisory
Council - Romanian Energy Regulatory
Authority (ANRE) (2013 - 2014), EU Council
Representative to the Administrative Board
of the European Agency for Cooperation of
Energy Regulators (ACER) (2009 - 2016),
member of EU-Russia energy group on
strategies and future scenarios (2007–
2008 ), member of the Advisory Committee
of Euratom Supply Agency (2007-2008),
non-executive director of ICEMENERG
Service, Transelectrica (2004-2005)

Public and Regulatory Affairs at OMV

Since 2005 until present he is a member of

Petrom (2008 – February 2014), Minister for

the Romanian National Committee – World

Energy of Romania (2014), and Executive

Energy Council (CNR - CME).
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Ylber Sela
Director at Institute for Political and
International Studies
Ylber Sela is the Director at Institute

University of Tetovo, as well as associate

He received the PhD. in the area of
“International Politics” in Vienna, Austria.
He has been a speaker in numerous
conferences dedicated to security, energy
and foreign policy issues. He published
extensively on the security in the Balkans,
including the following titles: Challenge
of the European Union’s Energy Security
Approach, in “Academicus International
Scientific Journal”, Vlora, Albania 2015 (pg.
106-115); The soft Protectorate in the Western
Balkans: International Governance for PostConflict Societies? Internationale Sicherheit
/ Peter Lang Edition – Austria, 2013 (pg. 189201); “Nabucco vs. South Stream: “The
pipeline war”, in Политичка мисла, Skopje

lecturer in other academic institutions.

2012 (pg. 41-50), etc.

for Political and International Studies
from the Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia5. At the same time, he is a
Member of Editorial Board of Contemporary
Macedonian Defense, Member of Editorial
Staff of International Scientific Magazine
“Justicia”, Faculty of Law, SUT – Tetovo as
well as Member of Editorial Staff of Iliria
International Review, Iliria Collage. Between
2013 and 2014, was Councilor of Minister of
Defense of the Former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia6. He is lecturer at the State

5
6
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Turkey recognizes the Republic of Macedonia with its constitutional name
Turkey recognizes the Republic of Macedonia with its constitutional name
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Romania’s Neighbourhoods: East and South
An Integrated Approach
Joint policy paper produced by the New

in the West of the strategic connection

Strategy Center Bucharest, the I.C.

between the two regions to produce a new

Brătianu Institute of Political Science

geopolitical reality that requires adequate

and International Relations of the

responses at political and societal levels.

Romanian Academy, Aspen Institute

The migration crisis and the current surge

Romania, and the Black Sea Trust of

in terrorist activities have come on top of

the German Marshall Fund of the US

the accumulated regional tensions while

Bucharest.

also affecting the ability of EU and NATO to
concentrate on the real security priorities.
All this has led to the emergence of sharper

1.

A

new

geopolitical

paradigm in the region of
the Black Sea and Western
Balkans

vulnerabilities in Romania’s immediate and
wider vicinity.
The

changing

regional

environment

calls for a careful reconsideration of the
existing theoretical premises and analytical

Romania lies at the intersection of two
regions where the developments in the past
few years followed a trend toward instability
and regression in political, economic and
security terms. Both the Black Sea region
and the Western Balkans are now vulnerable
to open or latent conflicts (already present
in the Black Sea area), likely emergence of
failing or failed states and their diversion to a
non-Euro-Atlantic course. Growing Russian
assertiveness both through direct action

evaluations in order to align them with
the newly emerging reality, to generate
viable solutions to the present risks and
threats, and to seize the opportunities that
may arise. The purpose of this paper is to
provide additional factual and analytical
elements on the regional security outlook
for further consultations with partner think
tanks without prejudice to the conceptual
framework agreed at official level or to
Romania’s strategic commitments.

and more insidious methods combines with

The

the absence of a coherent understanding

Romania for 2015-2019 makes it clear

National

Defence

Strategy

of
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that “destabilising actions in the Eastern

of energy projects in competition with

neighbourhood pose major challenges to

those supported by the EU and Romania

the security of the Euro-Atlantic space by

ultimately jeopardising the development of

causing regional instability and possible

regional energy resources, the perpetuation

negative developments such as migration

of instability in the Western Balkans,

or organized crime, and by affecting

the constant assault against the system

potential economic development”, while

of liberal values, the sharpening of the

“the continued existence of frozen conflicts

nationalist and populist discourse – all these

in the Black Sea region and unstable

are incentives to anticipate what comes

conditions in the Western Balkans engender

next and to glimpse the opportunities that

additional pressures on Romania. Inter-

inevitably accompany a process of change.

ethnic tensions and regional imbalances
in neighbouring countries may lead to
outbreaks of regional conflicts”.
A

new

perspective

on

2.

Merger of the two security
axes

Romania’s

neighbourhood logically emerges from the
guidelines of the National Defence Strategy

The security outlook that has been

and suggests a comprehensive approach

officially assumed by NATO is based on

responding to the requirements of the

the hypothesis that the main challenges

regional security situation. The Strategy
notes that Romania’s neighbourhood has
entered “a new phase of restructuring”,
which makes it imperative “to contribute
toward

strengthening

the process of

One is the Eastern Flank (East Axis)
stretching from the Baltic Sea all the way to
the Back Sea and Eastern Mediterranean,

Europeanisation through gradual expansion

including the frozen conflicts, annexation

of the space of freedom, prosperity, security

of Crimea and continued hybrid-type

and justice”.

confrontations in Eastern Ukraine. The

Regional instability caused by the Russian

40

in Europe are coming from two directions.

other is the Southern Flank (South Axis)

Federation and its actions aimed at blocking

including massive illegal migration, failing

the European choice of Ukraine, Republic

states, military insurrections with an

of Moldova and Georgia, the promotion

ethnic, identity or religious background,
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and terrorist actions. A neat distinction

most of the countries in

between the two axes tends, however, to

the wider region are heavily

lose sight of several recent developments:

dependent

on

while

diversification

·

Russia’s

active

military

of

presence in Syria places it in

and

regional

the drawing board;

perception of potential threat

·

sources

interconnections are still on

a position where the former
only from the Eastern Flank

the

Russia,

·

With reference to the frozen

has been superseded by the

conflicts

realities on the ground;

Soviet space Russia often
invokes

The implicit linkage, tending
to

become

explicit,

to

between

‘the

be

the

former

‘precedent-setting’

examples in the Balkan area,

that

in particular the Kosovo case.

Moscow (and other actors)
appears

in

making

Syrian

file’

3.

Perils

of

confined

and ‘the Ukrainian file’ has

approaches and the need

become obvious and can no

for a paradigm change

longer be ignored;
·

The

principal

regional

powers, Russia and Turkey,
have traditional

historical

interests (some convergent,
others divergent) and are
massively involved both in
the Black Sea region (e.g. the
Caucasus) and in the Balkan
space and the Middle East in
a fragile balancing act with
high volatile potential;
·

In terms of energy security

In the Black Sea region, the attempts in
the past 24 years to build the structures of
a regional cooperative framework mainly in
the economic sphere have, for all practical
purposes,

stagnated.

The

overriding

concerns have moved to the geostrategic
domain as a result of a drastic alteration
of the military balance, especial naval and
air forces, and the foreseeable legal and
territorial consequences of the annexation
of Crimea, including the maritime space.
Beyond the inertial soothing rhetoric, the
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existing commitments, from the flank

both the Eastern and the Southern flanks of

limitation of conventional forces (CFE) to

the Alliance.

the operational ability of the Organisation
of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation
(BSEC), the EU-sponsored Black Sea
Synergy and even the Eastern Partnership
are being increasingly questioned. At the
same time, the ‘Novorossia’ project remains
a stated strategic objective, which the
Russian Federation does not seem to have
renounced, as demonstrated by its complex
political manoeuvres in the Republic of
Moldova and the southern areas of Ukraine.

Against this background the theoretical
foundation of political action in the Black
Sea and Balkan regions is likely to suffer
some adjustments in terms of emphasis and
nuance. Shifting circumstances call for a reaffirmation of the EU and NATO strategic
interest to keep both areas within a EuroAtlantic orbit through concrete measures
designed to strengthen their security and
stability. The strategic advance of Russia
can be countered by encompassing the two

In the Balkans, recent developments,

regions in a consolidated regional concept

further augmented by the migration crisis

to be reflected in the specific policies and

may eventually pose a direct threat to

programmes of the European and Atlantic

Romania’s security interests. The Dayton

institutions.

Accords, which put an end to the wars in the
former Yugoslavia, fulfilled their role but also
generated some unintended consequences

4.

The two flanks and the

that may acquire an explosive potential in

principle of communicating

the current circumstances. The prospect of

vessels

eventual accession that the European Union
extended to the Western Balkan nations has
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so far concentrated mainly on transitional

Maintaining the dichotomy between the two

aspects such as the approximation of laws

political and security spaces, East and South,

and building administrative capacity, while

may have awkward consequences. The first

paying less attention to the still unresolved

opens the possibility of underestimating

political problems and underlying tensions.

Russia’s strategic moves in the Eastern

It is hardly an exaggeration to say that

security space. The lessening of the interest

the Western Balkans now harbour the

shown by a possible majority of the NATO

vulnerabilities that NATO has identified for

and/or EU members toward that space

NEW STRATEGY CENTER

because of more kinetic confrontations in

5.

A

new

perspective

on

Romania’s neighbourhood

other spaces where strategic stakes are high
may lead to imbalances with far-reaching
geopolitical consequences. Russia could
avail itself of the South/East distinction to
overshadow the strategic relevance of its
actions on the Eastern flank, which runs
counter to the interests of the Euro-Atlantic
community.

The above elements, compounded by
natural concern about the European future
of the Republic of Moldova, plead for an
update of the strategic vision and tactical
priorities of the Romanian state in relation
to its immediate vicinity including both

On the other hand, such developments

the wider Black Sea region and the Balkan

may suggest (while not stating it officially)

countries in a single conceptual framework.

an approach of the communicating vessels
type: awarding compensations in one
space (e.g. East) for putative concessions in
another (e.g. South) – or vice versa. From
this perspective the notion (currently
circulated in parts of Europe) of a strategic
bargain based on mutual concessions at
the level of big geopolitical actors without
proper consultation can be construed as
detrimental to smaller actors, including

Traditionally, Romania’s regional policies,
as shaped by its geographic location
and historical experience, concentrated
on three main directions: the CentralEuropean

and

farther

on

Western

dimension (with a Danube component),
the Eastern dimension (including Black Sea
regionalism), and the Balkan dimension.
By Joining NATO and the European Union
and sharing the common positions of the

Romania. Such a possibility can be gleaned

European and Atlantic allies on Eastern

from tiny early signs: a relative softening

Neighbourhood and Western Balkans,

of the military engagement of Russia in

Romania has strengthened its national

the Donbas area simultaneously with its

security posture and its links with a values

intervention in Syria, tell-tale silence in

system which is also its own and with

parts of Europe about the developments

abiding sources of prosperity. Having

in Ukraine and the consequences of the

thus attained its strategic objective in the

annexation of Crimea, questioning the

Central-European and Western dimension,

wisdom of continued sanctions for Russia’s

Romania’s constructive regional action

unacceptable behaviour.

was able to concentrate on promoting
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cooperation in the wider Black Sea basin

experience and required expertise to

and on gradual improvement of relations

promote constructive regional action, duly

with the Balkan countries through bilateral

correlated with its allies and partners.

and trilateral arrangements. The changed

Conceptual innovation is a good place

geopolitical environment now calls for an

to start, while drawing attention to the

adjustment of Romanian regional policy in

dangers of inaction.

line with the dynamic realities of the time
and a new determination to assume the
resulting responsibilities.
Geographically, Romania is situated at
the intersection of the two axes, East and
South. The tensions prevailing in the wider
Black Sea region and in the Balkans merge
and have a bearing, often simultaneously,
on Bucharest. From the perspective of
strategic relevance (geographic location
plus

Euro-Atlantic

consistency)

and

economic substance (the largest GDP in the
region) Romania is in a position to realize
that a rigid distinction between flanks
tends to become irrelevant, at least when
applied to these two regions. Instead of
dichotomy we may be well advised to resort
to complementarity and see the two axes in
correlation.
Romania’s strategic interest is to have
neighbours that are strong, stable, attached
to the accepted rules of international
behaviour and integrated with the European
and Atlantic structures.
Romania has the natural calling, historical
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